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Abstract

Hypertension has adverse effects on cognition, can alter cerebral vasculature integrity, and is associated with the pathogenesis of dementia.

Using meta-analysis, we correlated blood pressure to multiple cognitive domains among older adults free of clinical stroke and dementia. We

identified 230 studies indexed in PubMed and PsycINFO relating blood pressure and cognition. After applying exclusion criteria, we selected

n ¼ 12 articles with n ¼ 4,076 participants (age range 43–91 years). Meta-analysis yielded an association between blood pressure and episodic

memory (r ¼ 2.18, p , .001) and between blood pressure and global cognition (r ¼ 2.07, p , .001). When limiting analyses to studies adjust-

ing for vascular covariates (n ¼ 8, n ¼ 2,141), blood pressure was modestly related to global cognition (r ¼ 2.11, p , .001), attention (r ¼ .14,

p ¼ .002), and episodic memory (r ¼ 2.20, p , .001) with a trend for language (r ¼ 2.22, p ¼ .07). Findings underscore the need to manage

blood pressure as a key prevention method in minimizing abnormal cognitive aging prior to the onset of clinical dementia.
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Introduction

Dementia is a major public health issue that is prevalent in more than 5 million people over the age of 65 years with associated

healthcare costs estimated at $183 billion annually (Alzheimer’s Association, 2011). Current treatment options are in large part

ineffective at arresting or slowing disease progression (Williams, 2009). Thus, the identification of risk factors, particularly modi-

fiable vascular risk factors, is critical for long-term risk reduction and prevention of dementia.

One purported vascular risk factor for dementia is elevated blood pressure and hypertension (Bermejo-Pareja et al., 2010;

Kivipelto, Laakso, Tuomilehto, Nissinen, & Soininen, 2002; Skoog et al., 1996; Whitmer, Sidney, Selby, Johnston, & Yaffe,

2005). Hypertension is itself a major public health issue for older adults, affecting an estimated 65% of adults over 65 years of

age (Kearney et al., 2005) and is a risk factor for many poor health outcomes, including heart failure (Levy, Larson, Vasan,

Kannel, & Ho, 1996), stroke (Kannel, Wolf, Verter, & McNamara, 1970; Strandgaard, 1996), and dementia (Skoog, 1997).

A majority of studies suggest that older adults with elevated blood pressure are at greater risk for developing Alzheimer’s

disease (AD) when compared with adults with normal blood pressure (Bermejo-Pareja et al., 2010; Kivipelto et al., 2002). The

association between hypertension and incident AD appears to begin as early as mid-life with uncontrolled blood pressure in

mid-life being associated with an increased risk of developing AD in later life (Launer et al., 2010). Among individuals

already diagnosed with AD, hypertension is associated with a faster rate of cognitive decline (Bellew et al., 2004).

Clinicopathological evidence suggests elevated blood pressure in mid-life is related to increased post-mortem neuropathological

signs of AD in later life (i.e., neuritic plaques and neurofibrillary tangles). Post-mortem animal studies link hypertension with
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increased deposits of b-amyloid (Gentile et al., 2009), suggesting that blood pressure may be associated with the pathogenesis of

AD, particularly within the medial temporal lobe (Petrovitch et al., 2000).

Elevated blood pressure has also been linked to an increased risk of stroke (Kannel et al., 1970; Strandgaard, 1996) and cere-

brovascular changes, including small vessel ischemic disease (Hachinski, Potter, & Merskey, 1987), cortical infarcts (Leys et al.,

1999; Suter et al., 2002), and subcortical white matter hyperintensities as seen on T2-weighted brain magnetic reasoning imaging

(MRI) scans (de Leeuw et al., 2001; Raz, Rodrigue, & Haacke, 2007; Thomas, O’Brien, Barber, McMeekin, & Perry, 2003).

Mechanistically, elevated blood pressure affects vascular structural integrity in multiple ways, including alteration in dilatory

functioning (Yang, Mayhan, Faraci, & Heistad, 1991), dysregulation of cerebral perfusion (Jennings, 2003), and microvascular

infarcts (White et al., 2002). These cerebrovascular changes are related to the development of vascular cognitive impairment

(Bowler & Hachinski, 1995), a term encompassing a spectrum of cognitive changes due to cerebrovascular disease, including

vascular cognitive impairment no dementia (Nyenhuis et al., 2004), subcortical ischemic vascular disease (for review, see

Skoog, 1998), and vascular dementia (VaD; Hayden et al., 2006; Posner et al., 2000; Skoog, 1994).

Overall, the mechanism by which blood pressure contributes to cognitive decline, incident dementia, and symptom progression

is likely multifactorial. Blood pressure purportedly affects the central nervous system through two pathways, including altering the

cerebral vasculature (Moss & Jonak, 2007) and contributing to the pathogenesis of AD (Hall, Oostveen, Dunn, & Carter, 1995;

Kitaguchi et al., 2009). It is well known that AD and vascular pathology frequently co-exist with estimates suggesting that

60%–90% of individuals with AD also have concomitant cerebrovascular disease post-mortem (Kalaria, 2000). As such, the clin-

ical manifestation of these pathologies (i.e., neuropsychological profiles or symptomatology) can overlap (Erkinjuntti, 2001;

Libon et al., 1998).

Elevated blood pressure is a modifiable vascular risk factor (Chobanian et al., 2003). Both epidemiological (Launer et al., 2010;

Peila, White, Masaki, Petrovitch, & Launer, 2006) and clinical trial data (Poon, 2008) suggest that the management of blood pres-

sure may reduce the risk of dementia over the life course. Thus, understanding how blood pressure relates to cognition prior to

clinical dementia and stroke is important for early identification and prevention efforts.

In the absence of clinical dementia and stroke, elevated blood pressure has been linked to cognitive impairment (Knopman

et al., 2001). Specifically, global cognition, as defined by either a composite of individual test scores (Elias, Wolf, D’Agostino,

Cobb, & White, 1993; Knecht et al., 2008) or a single test assessing global cognition (Gupta, Solanki, & Pathak, 2008;

Tsivgoulis et al., 2009), is lower among hypertensive when compared with normotensive elders. With respect to domain-specific

impairments, lower performances in episodic memory (Elias et al., 1993; Swan, Carmelli, & Larue, 1998), attention (Elias et al.,

1993; Madden & Blumenthal, 1998), and executive functioning (Bucur & Madden, 2010; Vicario, Martinez, Baretto, Diaz Casale,

& Nicolosi, 2005; Waldstein et al., 1996) have been consistently observed in hypertensive when compared with normotensive

samples.

In contrast, blood pressure has been inconsistently linked to language. Some studies suggest a minimal association (Waldstein,

2003; Waldstein et al., 2008), whereas others have reported an increase in blood pressure is correlated with poorer language abil-

ities (Brady, Spiro, & Gaziano, 2005; Nation et al., 2010). Less consistently, blood pressure has been linked to decrements in

information processing speed (Bucur & Madden, 2010), and blood pressure appears relatively unrelated to visuoperceptual

abilities (Brady et al., 2005; Sands & Meredith, 1992; Swan, DeCarli, et al., 1998).

Mechanistically, elevated blood pressure may contribute to decrements in cognitive performance by altering the cerebral vas-

culature (Moss & Jonak, 2007) and white matter integrity (Longstreth et al., 1996) as well as by contributing to the pathogenesis of

AD (Hall et al., 1995; Kitaguchi et al., 2009). Specifically, decreased episodic memory performance has been linked to the pres-

ence of vascular changes (Bucur et al., 2008; Gunning-Dixon & Raz, 2000) and AD pathology (O’Brien, Desmond, Ames,

Schweitzer, & Tress, 1997; Scheltens et al., 1992). Executive functioning deficits have also been seen in individuals with

white matter disease (O’Sullivan et al., 2001) and preclinical AD (Twamley, Ropacki, & Bondi, 2006). Language performances

have been linked to white matter disease (Carew, Lamar, Cloud, Grossman, & Libon, 1997; Delano-Wood et al., 2009), though not

all studies support this observation (Au et al., 2006; Mungas et al., 2001). Similarly, evidence suggests language function declines

in early AD (Backman, Jones, Berger, Laukka, & Small, 2005; Jacobs et al., 1995; Mickes et al., 2007; Saxton et al., 2004);

however, other studies have not supported this finding (Albert, Moss, Tanzi, & Jones, 2001; Fox, Warrington, Seiffer, Agnew,

& Rossor, 1998). Decreased attention (Sierra et al., 2004) and information processing speed performances (Gunning-Dixon &

Raz, 2000) have been linked to poor white matter integrity and are present in the preclinical presentation of AD (Twamley

et al., 2006).

Despite a growing literature, it remains unclear which cognitive system may be most strongly affected by elevations in blood

pressure (for review, see Waldstein, 2003). Studies examining the effect of blood pressure on specific cognitive domains lack

agreement and consistency regarding which specific cognitive systems are in fact affected. For example, compared with normo-

tensives, hypertensives show a longitudinal decline in processing speed and phonemic fluency (Alves de Moraes, Szklo,

Knopman, & Sato, 2002) and a decline in non-verbal reasoning (Elias, Elias, Robbins, & Budge, 2004) but both studies evidence
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no decline in episodic memory (Alves de Moraes et al., 2002; Elias et al., 2004). Conversely, another studysuggests that high blood

pressure is associated with poorer episodic memory performance (Elias et al., 1993). As noted above, similar inconsistencies are

seen within the literature relating blood pressure to language (Nation et al., 2010; Waldstein et al., 2008).

Given the overlap in clinical symptomatology and the common co-existence of vascular and AD pathology in older adults with

cognitive decline, this meta-analysis aims to better understand and clarify how blood pressure affects specific cognitive systems

independent of etiology (e.g., AD, microvascular pathology) in older individuals without a history of clinical stroke or dementia.

Because of the multiple pathways in which high blood pressure affects the central nervous system, we hypothesized that blood

pressure would be related to poorer cognitive performance in neuropsychological domains sensitive to these pathological

mechanisms, including global cognition (Gupta et al., 2008; Knecht, Wersching, Lohmann, Berger, & Ringelstein, 2009), epi-

sodic memory (Gunning-Dixon & Raz, 2000; Scheltens et al., 1992), executive functioning (Bucur & Madden, 2010; Twamley

et al., 2006), attention (Elias et al., 1993; Madden & Blumenthal, 1998), information processing speed (Gunning-Dixon & Raz,

2000; Twamley et al., 2006), and language (Backman et al., 2005; Brady et al., 2005).

Methods

Selection of Studies

Our methods for selecting relevant studies included three steps based on criteria and strategies outlined in the literature

(Demakis, 2006; Rosenthal & DiMatteo, 2001; Small, Rosnick, Fratiglioni, & Backman, 2004; Stroup et al., 2000). First,

using PubMed (with articles indexed beginning in 1966) and PsychINFO (with articles indexed beginning in 1887) as the

primary databases, a search was performed on 1 October 2013 to identify relevant articles. Results from the search terms,

which focused on identifying all relevant studies assessing the association between blood pressure and hypertension and cognition,

are summarized in Table 1. After excluding duplicate records generated by the two databases, the search returned 9,395 unique

articles (i.e., n ¼ 7,113 studies indexed in PubMed, n ¼ 2,282 studies indexed in PsycINFO). We excluded unrelated publications

(e.g., “The old lady who liked liquorice: hypertension due to chronic intoxication in a memory-impaired patient”), resulting in 230

articles. In the second step, the following inclusion and exclusion criteria were applied in which selected studies must:

(1) be published, peer-reviewed data (e.g., no reviews, no dissertations) from an observational study (i.e., cross-sectional or

longitudinal prospective study but not a randomized controlled trial or intervention study),

(2) include one or more objective cognitive measure(s),

(3) include participants with hypertension as defined by elevated systolic blood pressure (.140 mmHg) and/or elevated

diastolic blood pressure (.90 mmHg; Chobanian et al., 2003),

(4) provide average systolic and diastolic blood pressure values for sample,

(5) be available in the English language,

(6) include study participants with a mean age of at least 55 years,

(7) explicitly exclude participants with clinical dementia/AD (determined in each study by cognitive data, medical history),

(8) explicitly exclude participants with clinical stroke (determined in each study by self-report, clinical evidence, or review

of medical history), and

(9) report sufficient statistical data to allow for the calculation of a correlation coefficient (e.g., at least two groups with

means, standard deviations, and beta values presented).

Two independent raters (MB and ALJ) reviewed the articles independently, and following a consensus discussion, a total of 12

unique studies were identified meeting all inclusion/exclusion criteria listed above, which are summarized in Table 2. In two

cases, more than one study included in the meta-analysis came from the same or overlapping cohort:

Table 1. Search scripts and results

Database Script # of results

PubMed (cognit* or memor* or neuropsycholog*) and (hypertens* or “blood pressure”) 6,356

PubMed Hypertension[Mesh] AND (“Cognition” [Mesh] OR “Neuropsychological Tests” [Mesh]) 757

PsycINFO (cognit* or memor* or neuropsycholog*) and (hypertens* or “blood pressure”) 2,259

PsycINFO (DE “Hypertension”) AND ((DE “Cognition”) OR (DE “Neuropsychological Assessment”)) 23
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(1) community-dwelling participants from Baltimore, MD, USA (Waldstein, Brown, Maier, & Katzel, 2005; Waldstein &

Katzel, 2004) and

(2) the Systematic Evaluation and Alteration of Risk Factors for Cognitive Health (SEARCH-Health) study (Knecht et al.,

2008, 2009).

Blood Pressure Measurements

All studies included in this meta-analysis assessed blood pressure using a brachial artery measurement.

Cognitive Domains

Based on the available descriptions from the papers’ authors and standard categorizations of neuropsychological tests

(Greenaway, Smith, Tangalos, Geda, & Ivnik, 2009; Lezak, Howieson, & Loring, 2004; McCabe, Roediger, McDaniel,

Balota, & Hambrick, 2010), the cognitive test data were coded into one of seven a priori domains for each selected paper, including

global cognition, episodic memory, language, attention, executive functioning, information processing speed, and visuopercep-

tual skills. Global cognition was defined based upon the authors’ delineation and may have included a single test (i.e., the

Mini-Mental State Examination [Goldstein, Levey, & Steenland, 2013; Hannesdottir et al., 2009]) or a composite score based

on multiple cognitive tests (i.e., Elias, Dore, Davey, Robbins, & Elias, 2010; Knecht et al., 2008, 2009; see Table 3 for a description

of the cognitive tests that comprise each domain by a specific study).

Data Extraction

Data extracted from each article included descriptive statistics, means, and standard deviations for the neuropsychological

outcome measures, average, and standard deviation of the systolic and diastolic blood pressures for each group, and statistical

results, including beta values, standard error measurements, odds ratio, and p-values. Table 2 summarizes each study and the

cognitive domains assessed.

Clinical Covariates

Table 4 summarizes the vascular comorbidity exclusions and statistical covariates considered in each of the 12 selected studies.

One study did not adjust for age (Goldstein et al., 2013) and 2 of the 12 studies did not adjust for education (Goldstein et al., 2013;

Hannesdottir et al., 2009). Three studies did not statistically adjust for vascular risk factors other than hypertension, such as dia-

betes, cholesterol, or prevalent cardiovascular disease (Goldstein et al., 2013; Knecht et al., 2008; Yeung & Thornton, 2011). The

clinical sample within one study included only participants with prevalent cardiovascular disease (Gunstad et al., 2009). The

Table 2. Characteristics for selected studies (n ¼ 12)

Study Sample size Age (M+SD)a Age rangea Cognitive domains

GC MEM LG AT EF PS VS

1 Brady and colleagues (2005) 357 67+7 52–85 3 3 3 3

2 Elias and colleagues (2010) 1,025 61+13 — 3 3 3 3

3 Goldstein and colleagues (2013) 1,385 — — 3 3 3 3 3 3

4 Gunstad and colleagues (2009) 99 69+8 — 3 3 3

5 Hannesdottir and colleagues (2009) 70 65+9 — 3 3 3 3 3

6 Izquierdo-Porrera and Waldstein (2002) 43 59+11 43–82 3 3 3

7 Knecht and colleagues (2008) 377 64+7 44–82 3

8 Knecht and colleagues (2009) 377 64+7 44–82 3

9 Kuo and colleagues (2004) 70 72+4 65–85 3 3

10 Waldstein and Katzel (2004) 98 — 55–83 3 3 3 3

11 Waldstein and colleagues (2005) 101 67+7 53–84 3 3 3 3 3

12 Yeung and Thornton (2011) 74 66+8 51–91 3 3 3

Notes: M ¼ mean; SD ¼ standard deviation; 3 ¼ domain assessed by specific study; GC ¼ global cognition; MEM ¼ episodic memory; LG ¼ language; AT ¼

attention; EF ¼ executive functioning; PS ¼ information processing speed; VS ¼ visuoperceptual skills.
aMean age or age range not reported in all studies.
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Table 3. Neuropsychological tests by the cognitive domain assessed in each study

Cognitive

domain

Neuropsychological test Brady and

colleagues

(2005)

Elias and

colleagues

(2010)

Goldstein

and

colleagues

(2013)

Gunstad

and

colleagues

(2009)

Hannesdottir

and

colleagues

(2009)

Izquierdo-Porrera

and Waldstein

(2002)

Knecht and

colleagues

(2008)

Knecht and

colleagues

(2009)

Kuo and

colleagues

(2004)

Waldstein

and Katzel

(2004)

Waldstein

and

colleagues

(2005)

Yeung

and

Thorton

(2011)

Global cognition Composite Score 3
a

3
b

3
b

MMSE 3 3

Episodic

memory

California Verbal Learning

Test-II

3

CERAD Word List Immediate

and Delay Recall

3

Composite Score 3
c

3
d

WMS-R Logical Memory I

and II

3 3 3

WMS-III Logical Memory I

and II

3 3

Morris Word List Immediate

and Delay Recall

3

WMS-R Visual Reproduction

I and II

3 3

WMS-III Visual

Reproduction I and II

3

Language Animal Fluency 3

Boston Naming Test 3

Category Fluency 3

Composite Scoree
3

Attention WAIS or WMS-R digit span

forward

3 3 3 3

WAIS or WMS-III digit span

forward

3

WMS-R Visual Span-Tapping

Forward

3

Executive

functioning

Clock Drawing 3

Composite Score 3
f

3
g

WAIS or WMS-R digit span

backward

3 3 3 3 3

WAIS or WMS-III digit span

backward

3

Everyday Problem Solving 3

EXIT 25 3

Letter Fluency

Stroop Color-Word Test 3 3

Trails B 3 3 3 3

Verbal Fluency 3

WMS-R Visual Span-Tapping

Backward

3

Word Fluency 3

Working Memory Compositeh
3

(continued on next page)
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Table 3.

(continued)

Cognitive

domain

Neuropsychological test Brady and

colleagues

(2005)

Elias and

colleagues

(2010)

Goldstein

and

colleagues

(2013)

Gunstad

and

colleagues

(2009)

Hannesdottir

and

colleagues

(2009)

Izquierdo-Porrera

and Waldstein

(2002)

Knecht and

colleagues

(2008)

Knecht and

colleagues

(2009)

Kuo and

colleagues

(2004)

Waldstein

and Katzel

(2004)

Waldstein

and

colleagues

(2005)

Yeung

and

Thorton

(2011)

Information

processing

speed

Composite Scorei
3

Trails (Motor speed and scan-

ning subtests)

3

Trails A 3 3

WAIS-R Digit Symbol

Coding

3

WAIS-III Digit Symbol

Coding

3

Visuoperceptual

skills

Composite Scorej
3

WAIS-R Block Design 3 3

Figure-copying Test 3

Judgment of Line Orientation 3 3

Pattern Comparison Test 3

Notes: MMSE ¼Mini Mental State Examination; CERAD ¼ Consortium to Establish a Registry for Alzheimer’s Disease; WMS ¼Wechsler Memory Scale; WAIS ¼Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale;

Logical Memory I ¼ Immediate Recall; Logical Memory II ¼ Delayed Recall; Visual Reproductions I ¼ Immediate; Visual Reproduction II ¼ Delayed Recall; EXIT ¼ The Executive Interview;
aComposite comprised of: tests included in the episodic memory, executive functioning, working memory, and information processing speed composites.
bComposite comprised of: Auditory Verbal Learning Test, WMS-R Digit Span, Rey Complex Figure, Color-Word Interference, Digit-Symbol Substitution Test, Trail Making Test A&B, Category and Letter

fluency, and Boston Naming Test-Short Version.
cComposite comprised of: Hopkins Verbal Learning Test and WMS-R Logical Memory I and II.
dComposite comprised of: California Verbal Learning Test and Brief Visual Memory Test-Revised.
eComposite comprised of: Animal Naming and Boston Naming Test.
fComposite comprised of: Trails B and Controlled Oral Word Association Test.
gComposite comprised of: Trail Making Test B, Stroop Color-Word, and WAIS-III Digit Symbol Coding.
hComposite comprised of: WAIS digit span forward and backward, WAIS letter number sequencing, and COWAT.
iComposite comprised of: WAIS Digit Symbol Substitution, WAIS-III Symbol Search, Trails A, and Trails B.
jComposite comprised of: WAIS-III Block Design, Hooper Visual Organization Test, and Rey Complex Figure.
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remaining eight studies methodologically considered vascular risk factors that might confound associations between blood pres-

sure and cognition (e.g., diabetes, heart disease, cholesterol) either statistically or by excluding participants with medical/vascular

comorbidities. Because a majority of studies included in the meta-analysis controlled for relevant demographic and/or vascular

factors that might confound blood pressure and cognition associations, the current study did not apply further adjustments.

Statistical Analyses

To test the association between blood pressure and cognition, we calculated a correlation coefficient (i.e., r-value; Diener,

Hilsenroth, & Weinberger, 2009) where r represents the direction and strength of association between blood pressure (defined

for each selected study as systolic or diastolic blood pressure) and cognition, weighted by the sample size of each individual

study (Borenstein, Hedges, Higgings, & Rothstein, 2009). A correlation coefficient was used to compare results across studies

because a majority of the 12 studies statistically adjusted for or excluded relevant and potentially confounding demographic

(n ¼ 10) or vascular factors (n ¼ 8).

Four types of association measures between blood pressure and cognition were reported directly or could be obtained directly

from the selected studies: (a) Pearson’s correlation, (b) beta estimates from linear regressions, (c) odds ratios from logistic regres-

sion in which the outcome was hypertension status, and (d) subcategory mean blood pressure and mean cognitive performance,

categorized by diagnostic or treatment status of hypertension. All association measures were converted into a Pearson correlation

to compare association measures across domains (Borenstein et al., 2009).

The beta estimate was converted to the standardized beta estimate, which is equivalent to the Pearson correlation coefficient, by

multiplying the standard deviation of blood pressure and dividing by the standard deviation of cognitive performance. Odds ratios

were converted to Pearson’s correlation (Borenstein et al., 2009). For the fourth type of the association measure, a linear random

effect model was applied with the mean cognitive performance of each group as the outcome and the mean blood pressure of each

group as the random effect to obtain the beta estimates. The corresponding Pearson correlation was then obtained by applying the

conversion method to the beta estimate described above. Many published studies did not provide cognitive performance standard

deviation information; in these cases, a quarter of the raw score ranges of those neuropsychological measures was used as an

approximate of standard deviation.

The resulting correlation coefficients between blood pressure and cognition were pooled across studies by generating an overall

correlation coefficient for each cognitive system using a random-effects model to adjust for variation between the 12 studies and to

Table 4. Demographic and clinical covariate considerations for selected studies (n ¼ 12)

Study Statistical covariates Sample exclusion

Age Education Sex Vascular factors Vascular/medical comorbidities

1 Brady and colleagues (2005) 3 3 3
e

2 Elias and colleagues (2010) 3 3 3 3
a

3 Goldstein and colleagues (2013)

4 Gunstad and colleagues (2009) 3 3

5 Hannesdottir and colleagues (2009) 3 3
f

6 Izquierdo-Porrera and Waldstein (2002) 3 3 3
b

7 Knecht and colleagues (2008) 3 3 3

8 Knecht and colleagues (2009) 3 3 3 3
c

9 Kuo and colleagues (2004) 3 3 3 3
d

3
g

10 Waldstein and Katzel (2004) 3 3 3
h

11 Waldstein and colleagues (2005) 3 3 3
h

12 Yeung and Thornton (2011) 3 3

Note: 3 ¼ covariate or exclusion in specific study .
aSpecific covariate: body mass index (BMI), cigarette use, alcohol use, arthritis, and cardiovascular disease (myocardial infarction, coronary artery disease, heart

failure, angina, TIA).
bSpecific covariate: antihypertensive use, hemoglobin A1C.
cSpecific covariate: smoking pack years, cholesterol, BMI, hemoglobin A1C, C-reactive protein.
dSpecific covariate: BMI, alcohol use, total cholesterol, antihypertensive use.
eSpecific covariate: “cardiovascular disease” and diabetes.
fSpecific covariate: cardiovascular disease (angina, myocardial infarction).
gSpecific covariate: congestiveheart failure, valvular heart disease, carotid stenosis, coronary artery disease, chronic lung disease, smokinghistory, diabetes, severe

hypertension, peripheral vascular disease.
hSpecific covariate: “cardiovascular disease,” diabetes, major medical disease (renal, hepatic, pulmonary), alcohol use.
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account for the repeated measures of the same study in a cognitive domain. Heterogeneity of effect sizes were accounted for by the

random effect model used for the meta-analysis (Berkey, Hoaglin, Mosteller, & Colditz, 1995). Next, to better understand how

blood pressure related to cognition statistically independent of demographic and other medical or vascular factors, the correlation

coefficient for each cognitive domain was obtained from the meta-analysis limited to the eight studies that systematically adjusted

for demographic variables (i.e., age, education) and adjusted or excluded for relevant medical factors (i.e., diabetes, cholesterol,

cardiac disease). Forall analyses (i.e., unadjusted and adjusted), correlation coefficients were considered small at 0.10, moderate at

0.30, and large at ≥0.50 (Cohen, 1988).

For both unadjusted and adjusted analyses, preferential association between blood pressure and cognition across the seven cog-

nitive domains was examined by comparing the 99% confidence intervals (CIs) for the calculated correlation coefficients. If the

corresponding CIs overlapped for any two cognitive domains, no statistical difference existed between the correlation coefficients;

thus, therewas no evidence for any difference in association between the two domains. Similarly, differential associations between

systolic versus diastolic blood pressure and cognition were also assessed using the same strategy.

Analyses were conducted using R 2.12.1 (www.r-project.org) with functions “escalc” and “rma” from metafor package for

random effect models in meta-analysis.

Results

Study Characteristics

Twelve studies were included in the meta-analysis, with a total of 4,076 participants. Table 2 summarizes each study, including

sample size, clinical characteristics, and cognitive domains assessed.

Unadjusted Results Between Blood Pressure and Cognition

Global cognition. A small correlation between blood pressure and global cognition was noted (n ¼ 2,866, r ¼ 2.07, p , .001,

99% CI ¼ 20.13 to 20.02). This finding was based on the following studies: Elias and colleagues (2010), Goldstein and collea-

gues (2013), Hannesdottir and colleagues (2009), Knecht and colleagues (2009), and Knecht and colleagues (2008). Results were

essentially the same when excluding Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) results from the analysis (i.e., limiting the analysis

to composite measures of global cognition; n ¼ 1,402, r ¼ 2.10, p , .001, 99% CI ¼ 20.17 to 20.03; Elias et al., 2010; Knecht

et al., 2008, 2009).

Episodic memory. A modest correlation was observed between blood pressure and episodic memory performance (n ¼ 3,331,

r ¼ 2.18, p , .001, 99% CI ¼ 20.25 to 20.12). This finding was based on the following studies: Brady and colleagues

(2005), Elias and colleagues (2010), Goldstein and colleagues (2013), Gunstad and colleagues (2009), Hannesdottir and collea-

gues (2009), Izquierdo-Porrera and Waldstein (2002), Kuo and colleagues (2004), Waldstein and colleagues (2005), Waldstein

and Katzel (2004), and Yeung and Thornton (2011).

Language. No correlation was found between blood pressure and language (n ¼ 1,841, r ¼ 2.03, p ¼ .62, 99% CI ¼ 20.18 to

0.12). This finding was based on the following studies: Brady and colleagues (2005), Goldstein and colleagues (2013), and

Gunstad and colleagues (2009).

Attention. A trend for a small correlation was found between blood pressure and attention (n ¼ 1,706, r ¼ .09, p ¼ .02, 99%

CI ¼ 20.01 to 0.19). This finding was based on the following studies: Goldstein and colleagues (2013), Hannesdottir and collea-

gues (2009), Izquierdo-Porrera and Waldstein (2002), Waldstein and colleagues (2005), and Waldstein and Katzel (2004).

Executive functioning. Blood pressure and executive functioning were not statistically correlated (n ¼ 3,232, r ¼ 2.08, p ¼ .21,

99% CI ¼ 20.25 to 0.09). This finding was based on the following studies: Brady and colleagues (2005), Elias and colleagues

(2010), Goldstein and colleagues (2013), Hannesdottir and colleagues (2009), Izquierdo-Porrera and Waldstein (2002), Kuo

and colleagues (2004), Waldstein and colleagues (2005), Waldstein and Katzel (2004), and Yeung and Thornton (2011).

Information processing speed. No correlation was observed between blood pressure and information processing speed

(n ¼ 2,664, r ¼ 2.03, p ¼ .02, 99% CI ¼ 20.06 to 0.00). This finding was based on the following studies: Elias and colleagues

(2010), Goldstein and colleagues (2013), Hannesdottir and colleagues (2009), Waldstein and colleagues (2005), and Yeung and

Thornton (2011).
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Visuoperceptual abilities. Blood pressure was not related to visuoperceptual abilities (n ¼ 655, r ¼ .00, p ¼ .98, 99%

CI ¼ 20.12 to 0.13). This finding was based on the following studies: Brady and colleagues (2005), Gunstad and colleagues

(2009), Waldstein and colleagues (2005), and Waldstein and Katzel (2004).

Comparison across cognitive domains. Blood pressure had a stronger correlation with episodic memory when compared with

attention, information processing speed, and visuospatial skills.

Systolic versus diastolic blood pressure. When associations between systolic and diastolic blood pressure and cognition were

compared, results suggested that diastolic blood pressure was more strongly correlated with episodic memory (r ¼ 2.29,

p , .001, 99% CI ¼ 20.38 to 20.18) compared with systolic blood pressure (r ¼ 2.09, p , .001, 99% CI ¼ 20.12 to 20.05).

Adjusted Results Between Blood Pressure and Cognition

When correlations were recalculated limiting analyses to the eight studies (see Table 3 for details) that statistically adjusted for

demographic variables or excluded or statistically adjusted for vascular factors, findings were as follows (see Figure 1 for the

depiction of these results).

Global cognition. A modest correlation was observed between blood pressure and global cognition (n ¼ 1,481, r ¼ 2.11,

p , .001, 99% CI ¼ 20.18 to 20.04). Studies included were: Elias and colleagues (2010), Hannesdottir and colleagues

(2009), and Knecht and colleagues (2009). Compared with unadjusted analyses, the correlation coefficient became somewhat

stronger, suggesting that when prevalent cardiovascular disease is adjusted for, blood pressure is modestly correlated with

global cognition.

Episodic memory. A modest correlation between blood pressure and episodic memory was revealed (n ¼ 1,773, r ¼ 2.20,

p , .001, 99% CI ¼ 20.28 to 20.12). Studies included were: Brady and colleagues (2005), Elias and colleagues (2010),

Hannesdottir and colleagues (2009), Izquierdo-Porrera and Waldstein (2002), Kuo and colleagues (2004), Waldstein and collea-

gues (2005), and Waldstein and Katzel (2004). Compared with unadjusted analyses, the negative correlation was even stronger

when including studies that adjusted for or excluded vascular factors, suggesting that blood pressure is negatively associated

with episodic memory.

Fig. 1. Adjusted meta-analysis correlation results by the cognitive domain with 99% confidence intervals. GC ¼ global cognition; MEM ¼ episodic memory;

LG¼ language; AT ¼ attention; EF¼ executive functioning; PS¼ information processing speed; VS¼ visuoperceptual skills; *p , .01. Gray line¼ unadjusted

results. Black line¼ adjusted results.
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Language. A trend for a moderate association was found between blood pressure and language (n ¼ 357, r ¼ 2.22, p ¼ .07, 99%

CI ¼ 20.50 to 0.09). This finding was based on only one study: Brady and colleagues (2005).

Attention. A significant small positive correlation was observed between blood pressure and attention (n ¼ 321, r ¼ .14,

p ¼ .002, 99% CI ¼ 0.03 to 0.25). This finding was based on the following studies: Hannesdottir and colleagues (2009),

Izquierdo-Porrera and Waldstein (2002), Waldstein and colleagues (2005), and Waldstein and Katzel (2004). Compared with

the unadjusted analyses, when adjusting for excluding vascular factors, the association between blood pressure and attention

became stronger, suggesting that blood pressure may be positively associated with attention.

Executive functioning. Results revealed a modestbut not statisticallysignificant correlation between blood pressure and executive

functioning (n ¼ 1,773, r ¼ 2.12, p ¼ .20, 99% CI ¼ 20.34 to 0.12). Studied included were: Brady and colleagues (2005), Elias

and colleagues (2010), Hannesdottir and colleagues (2009), Izquierdo-Porrera and Waldstein (2002), Kuo and colleagues (2004),

Waldstein and colleagues (2005), and Waldstein and Katzel (2004). Compared with the unadjusted analyses, the correlation

coefficient became stronger although not statistically significant, suggesting that when vascular factors are adjusted for, blood

pressure may have a small correlation with executive functioning.

Information processing speed. No correlation was observed between blood pressure and information processing speed

(n ¼ 1,205, r ¼ 2.01, p ¼ .47, 99% CI ¼ 20.07 to 0.04). This finding was based on the following studies: Elias and colleagues

(2010), Hannesdottir and colleagues (2009), and Waldstein and colleagues (2005).

Visuoperceptual abilities. Blood pressure was not related to visuoperceptual abilities (n ¼ 556, r ¼ .00, p ¼ .97, 99%

CI ¼ 20.14 to 0.15). This finding was based on the following studies: Brady and colleagues (2005), Waldstein and colleagues

(2005), and Waldstein and Katzel (2004).

Comparison across cognitive domains. When associations between blood pressure and cognitive domains were compared, results

revealed that blood pressure was more negatively correlated with episodic memory when compared with attention or processing

speed. Blood pressure was also more negatively correlated with global cognition when compared with attention.

Systolic versus diastolic blood pressure. When associations between systolic versus diastolic blood pressure and cognition were

compared, results suggested that diastolic blood pressure was more negatively correlated with episodic memory (r ¼ 2.32,

p , .001, 99% CI ¼ 20.43 to 20.21) when compared with systolic blood pressure (r ¼ 2.10, p , .001, 99% CI ¼ 20.15

to 20.05).

Discussion

Using meta-analysis, we tested the association between blood pressure and cognition among older individuals free of clinical

stroke or dementia at risk for cognitive decline as a function of their increasing age. Unadjusted resultsyielded a modest correlation

between increasing blood pressure and poorer episodic memory performance and a small correlation of increasing blood pressure

and decreased global cognitive performances. In contrast, unadjusted analyses revealed a small correlation between increasing

blood pressure and stronger attention performances. In adjusted analyses, small to modest correlations persisted between increas-

ing blood pressure and poorer episodic memory and global cognitive performances as well as the modest correlation between in-

creasing blood pressure and enhanced attention performances. Of note, the correlation coefficients generated in this studyare small

to modest, a finding that is consistent with previous literature (Waldstein, 2003); additionally, given that participants included in

the meta-analysis were purposely free of clinical dementia and stroke, we would not expect to see large effects between blood

pressure and cognition.

The present meta-analysis offers some insight into the cognitive aging literature by suggesting that elevated blood pressure is

associated with poorer aspects of cognitive aging prior to the onset of clinical dementia or stroke, independent of important demo-

graphic variables (e.g., age, education) and confounding medical or vascular comorbidities (e.g., diabetes, cholesterol, other

prevalent cardiovascular disease). Interestingly, the cognitive systems correlated with blood pressure are ostensibly linked to

neuroanatomical areas affected by dementia and cerebrovascular disease. Thus, the mechanism that underlies relations

between blood pressure and reduced cognition may reflect a combination of etiologies, including vascular and AD neuropatho-

logical mechanisms. For example, blood pressure is associated with AD neuropathology. Post-mortem studies suggest that hyper-

tensive mice evidence greater amyloid deposition than normotensive mice (Carnevale et al., 2012), and neurofibrillary tangles and

neuritic plaques are increased among hypertensive versus normotensive elders post-mortem (Petrovitch et al., 2000). These
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pathological changes have been linked to decrements in episodic memory (Nagy et al., 1996). Furthermore, in an epidemiological

context, elevated blood pressure is a risk factor for incident AD (Bermejo-Pareja et al., 2010).

Elevated blood pressure is also associated with cerebrovascular disease. That is, neuropathological data from animal studies

suggest that hypertensive rats show more vascular changes (e.g., atherosclerosis, permeability alterations) and infarctions

within the cerebral cortex when compared with normotensive rats (Nag, 1984), and hypertensive primates show a greater prepon-

derance of gray and white matter infarctions than normotensive primates (Kemper, Blatt, Killiany, & Moss, 2001). These neuro-

pathological changes have clinical implications, as infarcts in both the gray and white matter are associated with episodic memory

impairments among hypertensive primates (Moss & Jonak, 2007). Elevated blood pressure is associated with white matter hyper-

intensities, and though their pathological nature is not fully understood (Black, Gao, & Bilbao, 2009), white matter changes are

associated with compromised vascular integrity (Young, Halliday, & Kril, 2008). These pathological mechanisms may have clin-

ical implications. Hypertensive elders have morewhite matter hyperintensities on structural MRI than their normotensive counter-

parts (de Leeuw et al., 2002), and such hyperintensities are associated with poorer global cognition (Longstreth et al., 2005),

episodic memory (Gunning-Dixon & Raz, 2000), and executive functioning (Paul et al., 2005). High blood pressure has also

been linked to incident VaD (Posner et al., 2002).

Our observation that, when vascular health covariates (e.g., diabetes, cholesterol, or prevalent cardiovascular disease) are stat-

istically adjusted for, blood pressure is related to impairments in global cognition and individual cognitive systems (e.g., episodic

memory, language) suggests that multiple pathological processes may underlie the association between blood pressure and cog-

nitive aging prior to overt signs of cognitive impairment. The likelihood that multiple pathological processes are at play is further

supported by evidence that AD and VaD share cognitive features (Groves et al., 2000; Mungas et al., 2001) and VaD and AD path-

ology commonly co-occur in clinically demented samples (Englund, 1998).

It is important to note that while there was an association between elevated blood pressure and poorer language and executive

functioning performances in the adjusted analyses, these associations were not statistically significant. The absence of statistical

significance may be explained by the multi-faceted nature of both domains, which is supported by the variability across study

results. Specifically, language assessment can include various lexical retrieval measures, such as confrontation naming or seman-

tic fluency (i.e., category naming), whereas executive functioning assessment might include inhibition or set-shifting measures.

Also, cognitive tasks designed to measure one domain may tap other cognitive processes, increasing variability in findings.

Finally, test sensitivity, sample selection, and the specific task implemented in each study may have contributed to variability

in our results. Nevertheless, this study suggests that correlations between elevated blood pressure and poorer language and execu-

tive functioning performances may in part be driven by comorbid vascular health issues. Furthermore, results from these analyses

highlight the importance of individual study methodology (i.e., sample selection, type of cognitive tests used) when evaluating

findings across the literature.

Contrary to expectation, results suggested a positive association between blood pressure and attention. This unexpected finding

may be related to a few factors. The majority of studies that assessed attention (i.e., four of the five studies) used the same test (i.e.,

digit span forward). It is plausible that in our dementia and stroke-free cohort, attention processes affected by vascular changes are

not sufficiently detectable by this single (albeit common) measure. Future studies may wish to examine attention more compre-

hensively (e.g., using measures of selected, divided, and sustained attention) to better capture the early pathological changes asso-

ciated with attention, such as white matter hyperintensities (Burton et al., 2004; Schmidt et al., 1993) or strategically located

infarcts (Van der Werf et al., 2003). Although this finding was unexpected, cross-sectional analyses have found a positive correl-

ation between blood pressure and attention (Gunstad et al., 2009) while longitudinal analyses suggest a negative association

(Goldstein et al., 2013; Sands & Meredith, 1992). Our observation of a positive cross-sectional association may be due to altera-

tions in autonomic nervous system functioning (e.g., heart rate variability, heart rate) that enhance cognitive functioning as sug-

gested by previous literature (Gunstad et al., 2009; Hansen, Johnsen, Sollers, Stenvik, & Thayer, 2004; Thayer, Hansen,

Saus-Rose, & Johnsen, 2009). Another possibility is that increased blood pressure affects cerebral perfusion that has a positive

impact on attention, which is supported by reperfusion studies where increasing blood pressure results in cognitive improvements

(Hillis et al., 2001, 2003).

The lack of association between blood pressure and information processing speed was inconsistent with our hypotheses.

However, the lack of association between blood pressure and information processing speed provides some resolution to inconsist-

encies in the literature with some prior studies reporting an association (Gunning-Dixon & Raz, 2000), whereas others do not

(Madden, Langley, Thurston, Whiting, & Blumenthal, 2003). Our findings suggest that in individuals free of dementia and clinical

stroke, information processing speed may not represent one of the initial cognitive manifestations of high blood pressure.

There are a number of strengths associated with the current study. First, based on 12 empirical studies, the sample size was large

(n ¼ 4,076). Second, we considered blood pressure as a continuous variable rather than categorizing individuals as normotensive

or hypertensive. Third, we maximized the information provided from each study, so when the respective study did not report a

correlation or beta coefficient or odds ratio (i.e., Brady et al., 2005; Goldstein et al., 2013; Hannesdottir et al., 2009; Waldstein
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et al., 2005; Waldstein and Katzel, 2004), we used the established range for each cognitive test to obtain a Pearson correlation.

Otherwise, these three studies (representing n ¼ 2,011 participants) would have been excluded. Plus, we minimized variance

within the effect sizes for each domain, which allowed for the provision of a more valid estimate of the association between

blood pressure and cognition. Fourth, correlations were calculated on a subset of studies that statistically adjusted for key demo-

graphic (e.g., age, education) and vascular factors (e.g., diabetes, cholesterol, cardiac disease), suggesting that some associations

between blood pressure and cognition are statistically independent of confounding vascular factors. Finally, we comprehensively

considered a number of different cognitive domains in order to specifically understand which cognitive system is most affected by

elevations in blood pressure.

Despite numerous strengths, several caveats must be considered when interpreting the results. First and foremost, our selection

criteria for studies included only peer-review journal articles published in English. Although there are limitations to including

unpublished work, such as methodological bias in locating unpublished work and methodological and analytical limitations of

results not subject to peer review (Thornton & Lee, 2000), the omission of unpublished results increases the probability of com-

mitting a Type I error due to a positive publication bias. Given our exclusion of unpublished work, the results of this meta-analysis

represent the strongest possible scenario in the association between blood pressure and cognition. Additionally, we applied a strict

exclusion criterion in which each study’s methodology must explicitly state the exclusion of stroke and dementia in the study

cohort, which limited the amount of studies eligible to be included in this meta-analysis. Second, we considered information pro-

cessing speed and attention as two separate domains. Within the attention domain, four of the five studies included in the

meta-analysis relied on a single test of attention (i.e., digit span forward). These methodological issues may have minimized

the association between blood pressure and attention and information processing speed. Third, all studies included in our

meta-analysis assessed blood pressure using brachial artery measurement. Although the use of a single measure could limit our

understanding of how different types of blood pressure measurements relate to cognition, the brachial artery measurement is

the most common assessment of blood pressure, particularly within clinical practice, and may in fact increase the generalizability

of our results. Fourth, the majority of studies included in this meta-analysis are cross-sectional in design, which limits making

conclusions regarding causality between blood pressure and cognition. Next, factors such as dose effect, chronicity of blood pres-

sure abnormalities, or the potential mediating effect of incipient dementia on blood pressure levels (Qiu, Winblad, & Fratiglioni,

2005) were not investigated within this meta-analysis. Similarly, we focused on elevated blood pressure and its association with

cognition, though a curvilinear effect of age on blood pressure has been shown in the literature (Qiu et al., 2005) though incon-

sistently (Hebert et al., 2004). Longitudinal analyses may be helpful in clarifying the role of these potential mediating factors

on the relation of blood pressure and cognition. Lastly, this meta-analysis included people free of dementia and stroke, but did

not explicitly exclude individuals that may have had some degree of early cognitive decline or mild cognitive impairment.

With these limitations in mind, results from the current meta-analysis offer some insight into the specific cognitive domains

affected by blood pressure and suggest that in a group of at-risk older adults free of clinical dementia and stroke brachial

artery, blood pressure is modestly correlated with lower cognitive performances, specifically within the areas of global cognition,

episodic memory, language, and executive functioning. Such observations offer to reconcile the specific cognitive domains

affected by elevated blood pressure and may suggest a causal pathway between blood pressure and cognition versus an epiphe-

nomenon (e.g., increasing age) or a mediating pathway (e.g., prevalent cardiovascular disease); replication of findings using lon-

gitudinal studies may be important to validate our observations. The mechanism accounting for our observations is likely

multifactorial and includes a combination of cerebrovascular damage (e.g., infarcts and white matter disease) and AD pathological

mechanisms (Schneider & Bennett, 2010). However, our discussion of potential mechanisms is theoretical, and given that AD and

vascular pathology are frequently concomitant and the clinical manifestations of these pathologies can overlap, more research is

needed to fully understand the underlying mechanism(s) accounting for associations between blood pressure and abnormal cog-

nitive aging. Additionally, further study is necessary to better understand how disease modifying treatments or lifestyle interven-

tions for elevations in blood pressure may have a beneficial impact on brain health prior to the onset of clinical dementia.
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